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Abstract

The trapping of both non-equilibrium electrons and holes by neutron induced deep levels

in high resistivity silicon planar detectors have been observed. In the experiments

Transient Current and Charge Techniques, with short laser light pulse excitation have

been applied at temperature ranges of 77-300 k. Light pulse illumination of the front (p+)

and back (n+) contacts of the detectors showed effective trapping and detrapping,

especially for electrons. At temperatures lower than ISO k, the detrapping becomes non

efficient, and the additional negative charge of trapped electrons in the space charge

region (SCR) of the detectors leads to dramatic transformations of the electric field due to

the distortion of the effective space charge concentration Negt The current and charge

pulses transformation data can be explained in terms of extraction of electric field to the

central part of the detector from the regions near both contacts. The initial field

distribution may be recovered immediately by dropping reverse bias, which injects bcth

electrons and holes into the space charge region. In the paper, the degree of the Neff

distortions among various detectors irradiated by different neutron fluences are compared.

I. Introduction

This work, carried out under a joint program of the collaboration between BNL

and PTI, presents the novel results of recent investigations on radiation induced
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degradation's of silicon planar detectors. In the field of neutron radiation problem of

silicon detectors, majority of the efforts has been directed to such applied aspects as the

transformation of current-voltage and capacitance-voltage characteristics and increase of

detector full depletion voltage Vj and its annealing with neutron fluence at working

temperatures ~27Q-300 K (0 °C to room temperature (HT))!*"3!., and charge collection

efficiency at RTM. At the same time, phenomena such as trapping as well as detrapping

of carriers from neutron induced deep levels at various temperatures have not been

investigated so completely. For practical purposes, cooling has been applied to the

detectors to low the leakage current and freeze the F j reverse annealing^]. At low

temperature conditions, however, the trapping and detrapping of deep levels may cause

unpredictable modifications of detector electrical properties such as the effective

concentration of ionized charges in space charge region (Nejf)' which would in turn

modify the electrical field distribution and therefore affect the detector charge collection

property.

In this work, the study of kinetics of non equilibrium carriers transport in neutron

irradiated detectors is presented. The transport phenomena is investigated, using a laser

transient current technique (TCT), in the temperature range of 110 to 310 K. The data

allows one to propose a physical model which describes the observed transfonnation of

electric field distribution with temperature inside the detector and some peculiarities in the

kinetics of charge collection.

IL Samples and Experimental Technique

Planar p+-n-n+ detectors produced in BNL from S k fl-cm n-type silicon wafers

(thickness 350 jim, area 3x3 mm^) have been irradiated by 1 MeV neutrons to fluences in

the range of 1013 to 1014 n/cm2. The block diagram of the TCT set up and the cryostat is

shown in Fig. 1. The sample was assembled on the cooper table with heater and



temperature control thermicuple, and the whole assembly was put insids a metal

chamber. The chamber was covered by the glass beil protecting the chamber from a direct

contact with liquid nitrogen surrounding it. The sample was AC coupled with high

frequency oscilloscope TDS-445 (Textronix) by thin coaxial cable. Non equilibrium

carriers were generated by s GaAs laser with wave length of ~ 0.8[irn and light pulse

duration of ~ 1 ns. The diameter of laser illumination spot on the detector is- 2 mm. The

laser was pumped by nanoseconds current pulses from a pulse generator through a current

amplifier. To shift response pulse in time with respect to the triggering of the oscilloscope

and to decrease the ripples induced by current pulse pampering, an optic delay line has

been used. As the optic fiber used in the existing set-up showed a strong dependence of

transmission efficiency on temperature in region below 230 K, the part of optic fiber which

might be cooled inside cryostat was surrounded by a temperature controlled heater. This

allows the maintenance of the energy of laser pulse deposit on the sample to an accuracy

better than 1% at temperatures ranging from RT to 100 K. This set-up allows one to

analyze detector waveforms of current pulses with amplitude as small as ~ I mV, that

corresponds to the generation of about 2xlO*> electron-hole pairs.

TCT measurements of current pulses have been made at different temperatures

starting from 320 K down to 100 K, with equal time interval between each measurement

to ensure the same quasi-steady state condition. The current shapes were stored in the

floppy diskettes and later treated by special software.

HL Experimental Results

In this section we present and analyze the temperature dependence of current

shapes for two detectors irradiated by two different fluences near and after the SCR

inversion. For the sample irradiated to lower flue nee (2.3x10*2 n/cm^, 15 months after

radiation), the electron current shapes (laser illumination on the front side or p + contact)

at a bias of 50 volts and at temperatures from RT to 170 K are shown in Fig. 2. This



detector has been found to fully deplete at a voltage of less than IS volts, corresponding

to a Nejf of less than 4.6SxlQ10 /cm3.

Let us consider transformation of current shapes with temperature. As it is known,

the current pulse form is determined by two main factors:

the value of carrier mobility

electric field distribution related with the value and profile of Nejj.

At temperatures below 300 K but above 220 K (see Fig. 2a), the pulses conserves

their forms in general. The main changes were related to mobility increasing with the

cooling of the detectors. Dramatic transformations of current shapes start to take place at

T = 200 K, as shown in Fig. 2b. As we follow the sequences of current shapes in Fig. 2b,

the slope of current shape is practically flat at T=200 K and starts to increase at lower

temperatures, indicating that the maximum of electrical field is now shifting from the p +

contact before transformation to the n+ com act. This electrical field transformation is a

result of the change of the sign ofNeff'm the SCR from positive to negative. Fig. 3 shows

the detector hole current shapes (laser illumination on the back side or n+ contact) at same

bias and temperature conditions as shown in Fig. 2. Again the trend of carrier mobility

increase with temperature is the same as in the electron current case. Same transformation

trend of current shape top has been observed. However, since holes drift from the back.

contact towards the front contact, the maximum field stays at the front contact, as

compared to shifting from front contact to back contact in the case of electron current

shape. In the hole current case, the Neff is positive and increases with decreasing

temperature. Note here that in both cases, the sign of the Neff after the transformation is

the same as that of the moving free carriers.

Another important effect associated with current shape transformation is that the

degradation of the area of current pulse at lower temperatures than 180 K This

degradation of area correlates with appearance of a long tail on the current pulses (Fig. 2b

and Fig. 3b) It needs to point out, that a slow component of current pulse is often



observed in the current and charge responses of partially depleted p+-n-n+-detectors in

cases when the conductivity of neutral base is low enough to contribute appreciable ohmic

current^-?]. The time constant, however, of this ohmic current is in the order of jis for

temperatures higher than 260 K, and it increases with the reciprocal of temperature . So,

at T ~ 200 K, its value must be much larger than the duration of observed slow

component (in the order of tens of ns).

It is clear that the above presented current shape transformations, including the

change of electrical field profile and the degradation of amplitude, are very complicated

and are specific peculiarities for irradiated detectors working at low temperatures. In the

next section, we will propose a model that will describe the observed effects in terms of

free carrier-deep level interaction.

IV. ModeS

The diagrams of A ^ and field distributions, for an irradiated but not inverted

silicon detector, illustrating the proposed model are shown in Fig. 4. The distributions at

room temperature are standard and are shown in Fig. 4a corresponding with the current

pulse in Fig. 2a and 3 a. Let us consider the case of laser illumination on the p+-contact.

Decreasing of temperature leads to changing of balance between rates of trapping and

detrapping of drifting electrons. As trapping time constant xt decreases with decreasing

temperature in the form:



where eris the trapping cross section of the deep level, Ujfl) is the thermal velocity and N$

is the concentration of the deep level. The detrapping time constant TJ is more strongly

dependent on the temperature.

KkT

and it decreases exponentially with cooling. In the equation, Nc is the density of states in

conduction (Ny for valence) band, £/ is the activation energy for detrapping, and k is the

Boltzmann constant.

Therefore the steady-state balance of trapped and detrained charges is shifting

more and more towards the trapping with decreasing temperature. In other words, the

trapped charges are frozen in deep levels at low temperatures. In the case of electron

drifting in the SCR, electron trapping progress may lead to conversion from the initial

positive space charge into negative, as illustrated in Fig. 4b-4d Accordingly, the maximum

of the electrical field shifts from the p + contact to n+ contact, in agreement with the

observed current shape shown in Fig. 2.

Similarly, in the case of hole drifting in the SCR, trapped holes would increase the

initial positive space charge concentration, which leads to even higher electrical field

maximum at the n+ contact in agreement with data shown in Fig. 3. Note in both cases,

the electrical field minimurns are on the side of the illuminated contacts after the

transformation.

Obviously in both cases after the transformation, the absolute values of the space

charge concentration Ngfftmy be larger than the initial one and the junction is on the side

opposite of the laser generated free carries. For a given bias enough to deplete the

detector before the transformation, the detector may become partially depleted due to the

f increase. This would leave, as shown in Fig. 4e and 4h, only part of the distribution of



generated free carriers (or namely, the tail) in the drifting electrical field, leading to the

decrease of the current pulse amplitude and the area of the current pulse fast component.

The generated free carriers in the neutral region (no field region) may still contribute to

the current pulse by means of diffusion to the border of the SCR leading to the appearance

of current pulse tail.

The average duration of this diffusion process can be estimated as

where D is the diffusion coefficient of free carriers and A is the thickness of the neutral

region.

Let us estimate the values of tjjff for both electrons and holes. At T~ 200 K and A

- 10 urn, the diffusion time is about 15 ns for electrons and 40 ns for holes, in agreement

with the observed tails shown in Fig. 2b and Fig. 3b.

As for the decrease of the area of the fast component of the current pulse (or the

drifting current), it can estimated as the following:

Qf^qo-lte-e'** (4)
0 x

where Qns the charge collected in the fast component, qg is the total generated charge,

and X is the absorption length of the laser light in the detector.

The qualitative considerations described above allow us to construct the

mathematical model of the transformation of electrical field in the SCR determine the time

when the area degradation start to take place. The Poisson and continuity equation

describing the carrier transport in the bulk of the detector are non linear differential



equations which can not be solved analytically. However, analytical solutions can be

obtained with the following simplifications:

the distribution o(Neffin the SCR stays uniform at all times.

the concentration of the moving carriers is a constant over the SCR.

With the conditions listed above, the changes of the space charge density A ^ d u e

to the trapping and detrapping of moving free electrons (p+ illumination) can be described

as:

dt dt rf r!
(5)

where W/ and n are density of trapped carriers and free carriers in the bulk of SCR,

respectively, and rf and r£ are trapping and detrapping time constants for electrons

defined previously in eq. (1) and (2), respectively.

Combining eq. (1), (2), and (5), we get:

dnt = -I naVf + — uitdt + navN,dt
(6)

«,(? = 0) = 0

The analytical solutions of eq. (6) can be written as:

\—g Ttraiu

* trans ~'

where % a n 5 is defined as the transformation time constant.

(7)



Similarly, in the case of hole drifting in the SCR (n+ contact illumination), the

concentration of trapped holes is:

\ — g ^ train

1
Ttrans =

where p is the concentration of generated free holes in the SCR and z j is the detrapping

time constant for holes.

The total concentration of the space charge JV^ris now changed to:

Neffif) = tfefl- MO (P+ i l ! u m ination)

Neff(!) ~ ̂ iff*- Pt(O (n + i l ! u m 'nation)

where Ngff- is the initial concentration of space charge before the transformation. It is clear

that, if the concentrations of trapped carriers are higher than the initial concentration of

space charge which is assumed positive here, Nejj would transform from positive to

negative (or "n" to "p" inversion in the SCR) in the case of p+ illumination, and it would

become more positive in the case of n+ illumination, in exact agreement with the data

shown before.

Further examination of eq. (7) and (8) shows that (for simplicity, we use ng as the

symbol for n and p, i.e. ng=n oip accordingly):

a) at longer time ( /» t t f and r/nmsXtRe steady state concentration of

trapped carriers is:



max _
' ~ Ueh (10)

According to eq. (9), rif0331 and $ax are the upper limits of the net change of the

Nejf-

or rf« (11)

and A/V^p* is therefore affected by the generated free carrier concentration /»#, the total

deep level concentration Nf which is proportional to the neutron fluence 0n, and the

temperature via the dependence of x^CT) expressed in eq. (2). At low temperatures (t

»

/^-transformation is at its maximum.

At high temperatures ((r^CO <<c

= rd{noavtyNt «Nt (13)

there is no or little Neff transformation.

This point is clearly shown in Fig. 5, where the concentrations of trapped carriers

at various temperatures are plotted against the time using eq. (7) or (8).

b) The transformation time constant r ^ ^ is dependent on the generated free carder

concentration ng and the temperature (through r^fl) ). At high temperatures,

depends strongly on the generated free carrier concentration:

11



T trans =
nQavt

(14)

We note here that riQ is a general term of generated free carriers which includes

laser (or other sources) generated carriers as well as thermally generated carriers in

leakage current.

Let us now consider the timing of the current pulse amplitude and area

degradations. According to the model described previously, the electric field near the

contact of laser illumination approaches zero at the start of the amplitude and area

degradations. In other words, the degradations start at the time when a fill! depletion is

reached:

2ee0V

ed2
(15)

where d is the detector thickness.

Combining eq.(7), (8) and (IS), we get the equation which describes the relation

between properties of material in SCR and the timing for detectc? current amplitude and

area degradations

2ee0V l-e ** (16)

where - sign is for electron drifting (p+ contact illumination, r j ) , and + sign is for hole

drifting (n+ contact illumination, TJ). The temperature dependence of the detrapping time

constants has been expressed previously in eq.(2).

From eq. (16), we ca solve the degradation time constant rjeg in terms of ttrans >

or pf**,, and Vand das the following:

12



rdeg ~ ~T(ratu''

(Electron current)

(Hole current)

Bma,
(17)

where the sign of A^-can be positive ( V SCR) and negative ("p" SCR) and the voltage

was chosen such that

Fig. 6 illustrates the transformation of current pulses as a function of time or the

non-steady state transformations. The current pulses in Fig. 6a were recorded in every 10

seconds and those in Fig. 6b were recorded in every 20 seconds. In both cases the

processes of field transformations are analogous in general, but have a difference in

transformation timing. The current response shows the transition period with non regular

field distribution which correspond accumulation of opposite charges near the detector

contacts separated by intrinsic region.

As it can be seen, the rate of the degradations of the current pulse amplitude and

area is determined not only by the properties of deep levels (Nt,<r, Et), but also the free

carrier concentration in the SCR. The free carriers can be supplied by the bulk leakage

current (thermally generated carriers) and current of laser generated carriers (externally

generated carriers). At low temperatures (T~200 K), the leakage current for detectors

irradiated to a few times of 10 1 2 n/cm2 does not exceed the value ~10" ! 1 Af^l and free

carriers concentration is:

n0,L = —b-Z =
eftEA 1.6.10"19 • 1.5 xlO6- 025

08)

13



where A is the detector area.

At the same time, the concentration of laser generated carriers at our experimental

conditions(the frequency of light pulses 0=100 Hz; each pulse generates ~ »°=107 pairs,

light spot on the sample has area ~1 rnrn^, and the absorption length is about 20 &xm) ca n

be estimated:

(19)

The main factor of Netr transformation at low temperatures is therefore laser (or

externally) generated carriers.

Conclusion

We have designed a model to describe the degradations of neutron irradiated

detectors at low temperatures. The model is in very good agreement with the observed

irregularities such as the field (or Nejfi transformations and the current pulse amplitude

and area degradation at low temperatures. These irregularities have been attributed to the

steady state balance of trapping and detrapptng of deep levels. At low temperatures, the

dominant process is the trapping, which not only causes the well known effect of charge

collection loss, but also affects the net concentration of the space charge Nejp

The main effects of detectors irradiated to inter medium fluences (~ a few times of

10*3 n/cm2) are thought to be caused by the trapping of externally generated free carriers

and they occur at low temperatures. However, at high fluences ( > 1 0 ^ n/cm^), the

detector leakage current may be high enough at RT to be a dominant part of the total

generated carrier concentration IXQ. AS we have discussed in the previous section, ng plays

an important role in the field transformation and one may expect some near RT field

irregularities for detectors irradiated to high neutron fluenccs. Fig. 7 shows the electron

14



current shapes ( p + side illumination) of a detector irradiated to 7?xI01 4 n/cm2. Two

current peaks with about equal sizes appear in the RT current shape, a clear indication of

high electrical fields on both sides of the detector, or junctions on both sides similar with

the early observations of Li et al.t8J The leakage current of the detector is very high at

305 K, about 875 nA, and goes down quickly with decreasing temperature. As

temperature going down, the high field on the n + side is also going down and disappears

at T-260 K (IT_=5.3 \IA). It seems that the trapping of thermally generated carriers in the

leakage is the main cause of this field irregularity. The preliminary model is that a) the

detector leakage current supplies more carriers than externally generated carries at

temperatures near RT; and b) since all electrons have to go through the n + contact and all

holes have to go through the p + contact and not vice verse, more electrons would be

trapped near the n+ contact and therefore make the region more negative in space charge

(or more HpH type in SCR near n + contact) and more holes would be trapped near the p +

contact and make it more positive in space charge (or more "nM type near p + contact). We

will make more detail study of this effect and the results will be published elsewhere.

We shall point out here the applied aspect of the findings reported and described

above. Although the operation of detectors at temperatures less than 200 K is out of the

current interest for high energy physics, the same field transformations observed at low

temperature for fluences - 1 0 ^ n/cnfl also appear near the room temperature for fluences

> 10 1 4 n/cm2 . These field transformations may affect the real, near RT (0 °C to RT)

applications of the silicon detectors in the future large Collider.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the TCT set up and the cryostat.

Fig. 2 The transformation of current pulses with temperatures for a detector (#296-A3)

irradiated to 2.3x I 0 1 2 n/cm2. The laser light was on the p + side (electron current).

Fig. 3 The transformation of current pulses with temperatures for a detector (#296-A3)

irradiated to 2.3* 10 1 2 n/cm2. The laser light was on the n+ side (hole current).

Fig. 4 The schematics of the proposed model of carrier trapping induced field and space

charge density (eNejfi transformations with temperature, a) the initial eNejf is

positive (before inversion in the SCR); b)-e) laser light on the p + side, and T going

down; f)-h) laser on the n + side, and T going down.

Fig. S Simulated dependence of the concentration of trapped charges on time at various

temperatures.

Fig. 6 The transformation of current pulses at a given temperature (T=100 K) with time

for a detector (A-3) irradiated to 5.5x I0 1 2 n/cm2. The laser light was on the n+

side (hole current). The time interval between adjacent curves is a) 10 seconds; and

b) 20 seconds.

Fig. 7 The transformation of current pulses with temperatures for a detector (#436-85)

irradiated to 3 .1xl0 l 4 n/cm2. The laser light was on the p + side (electron current).
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